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Chambers, Laura M.

From: WeaverExpress [kevinw@weaverexpress.com]

Sent: Tuesday, November 24, 2009 3:52 PM TTJ Cf^Tl'T^ 7T^T\

To: 'regcomments@state.pa.us.1; EP, RegComments ^ ^ V ^ J D I V JlSA^I

Subject: Recommended Usage of Compost Filter Sock in new DEP Manual &,Qw g Q nrpm

Weaver Express
Erosion Control Solutions-

RE: Dear Board Members:

I have recently learned that the new, soon to be released E&S and Stormwater Regulations have a
section on Compost Filter Sock in Chapter 4 - Sediment Barriers. In the second paragraph a sentence
states "Socks with diameters less than 12" should only be used for residential housing lots of % acre or
less that are tributary to a sediment basin or sediment trap".

I believe this statement is too restrictive on where Compost Filter Sock (CFS) less than 12" diameters can
and should be used. I use CFS in many other installations where it makes sense based on the slope,
and area to be controlled.

I believe the main reason for the statement is the concern about sediment storage capacity. As stated in
the new manual several paragraphs later, "Accumulated Sediment shall be removed when it reaches %
the above ground height of the sock". I agree with this - the burden on maintenance, including
accumulated sediment removal, lies with the permit holder.

In the past, CFS was only installed in the field professionally with blower trucks. This created financial
and logistic limitations on where CFS was installed. Today, 9" CFS is a commodity available from
multiple reputable supply and erosion control companies throughout the state. It installs quickly and
easily off pallets and contractors like to work with it. It's currently being used throughout the state in
private development, public works, and Marcellus Shale well sites. It works. I know of no reports of
major field failures because of storage capacity in the 9" CFS.

Does this mean 9" CFS needs sediment removed more often than 18" silt fence? The answer is probably
yes, but it's my contention that the benefits of using the 9" CFS greatly outweigh this storage capacity
concern - mainly, that it's a more robust BMP than 18" silt fence and should be proliferated. In general,
CFS is not prone to problems such as pushing over, tearing fence fabric, fabric ripping off stakes, and if
damaged it's much easier to repair/replace in the field.

CFS is already used widely in Pennsylvania. Industry estimates suggest that there will be more than one
million linear feet of CFS installed in PA in 2009.1 am suggesting that the proliferation of CFS in PA
is keeping more sediment on jobsites and not in the waterways of the Commonwealth. That's a
good thing and needs to continue to happen.

I ask that you remove this limitation on CFS less than 12" diameter in the new DEP manual, and that the
use of 9" Compost Filter Sock should be stated as "interchangeable" with 18-inch silt fence, both being
the basic entry-level Sediment Barrier.
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Respectfully,

Kevin Weaver, CPESC-IT
VP, Sales

Toll Free (866) 396-8524
Ohio (330) 852-7227
Pennsylvania (724) 582-4344

Web www.weaverexpress.com

Note: This message is intended solely for the use of the individual and entity to whom it is addressed,
and may contain information that is privileged, confidential, and exempt from disclosure under applicable
state and federal laws. If you are not the addressee, or are not authorized to receive for the intended
addressee, you are hereby notified that you may not use, copy, distribute, or disclose to anyone this
message or the information contained herein. If you have received this message in error, immediately
advise the sender by reply email and destroy this message.
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Environmental Quality Board November 12, 2009

US Mail: P. O. Box 8477, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477
Express Mail: Rachel Carson State Office Building, 16th Floor

400 Market Street, Harrisburg, PA 17101 -2301
E-mail: regcomments@state.pa.us

RE: Recommended Usage of Compost Filter Sock in new DEP Manual

Dear Board Members:

I have recently learned that the new, soon to be released E&S and Storm water Regulations have a section on
Compost Filter Sock in Chapter 4 - Sediment Barriers. In the second paragraph a sentence states "Socks with
diameters less than 12" should only be used for residential housing lots of % acre or less that are tributary to a
sediment basin or sediment trap".

I believe this statement is too restrictive on where Compost Filter Sock (CFS) less than 12" diameters can and should
be used. I use CFS in many other installations where it makes sense based on the slope, and area to be controlled.

I believe the main reason for the statement is the concern about sediment storage capacity. As stated in the new
manual several paragraphs later, "Accumulated Sediment shall be removed when it reaches % the above ground
height of the sock". I agree with this - the burden on maintenance, including accumulated sediment removal, lies with
the permit holder.

In the past, CFS was only installed in the field professionally with blower trucks. This created financial and logistic
limitations on where CFS was installed. Today, 91> CFS is a commodity available from multiple reputable supply and
erosion control companies throughout the state. It installs quickly and easily off pallets and contractors like to work
with it. It's currently being used throughout the state in private development, public works, and Marcellus Shale well
sites. It works. I know of no reports of major field failures because of storage capacity in the 9" CFS.

Does this mean 9" CFS needs sediment removed more often than 18" silt fence? The answer is probably yes, but it's
my contention that the benefits of using the 9" CFS greatly outweigh this storage capacity concern - mainly, that it's a
more robust BMP than 18" sift fence and should be proliferated. In general, CFS is not prone to problems such as
pushing over, tearing fence fabric, fabric ripping off stakes, and if damaged it's much easier to repair/replace in the

CFS is already used widely in Pennsylvania. Industry estimates suggest that there will be more than one million lineal
feet of CFS installed in PA in 2009. I am suggesting that the proliferation of CFS in PA is keeping more sedimen
on jobsltes and not in the waterways of the Commonwealth. That's a good thing and needs to continue to
happen.

I ask that you remove this limitation on CFS less than 12" diameter in the new DEP manual, and that the use of 9"
Compost Filter Sock should be stated as "interchangeable" with 18-inch silt fence, both being the basic entry-level
Sediment Barrier.

4OD/77OM4L COMMENTS;

Respectfully, /

Signature: / L ^ X l

Printed Name: / ^ - / & / , ^ , A / r ^ ; / "&/ "

Company: ^ / ^ u i v 6jr/?/xfJ

Address: 1 ^ W /M^Kcr f r .

City, Zip Code: (^A^#jT#LJm / % / f o 2 f


